
DXPEDITION TO BANABA 
Ever fancied a one-man DX trip to a 
remote place? A real feast for a DX 
rev-head like our Jack, you'd think. 
Mr Haden's report is fascinating... 

SCANNERS: WHICH ONE? 
Russell Bryant continues his look at 
our mountain of scanners. Here's 
the second part of his report, which 
finishes off the hand-held units. 

REVIEW: YUPITERU 
MVT-9000 SCANNER 
It's quite amazing M ^ 
what they can squeeze 
into a hand-held. Cop flfjH 
this: 1000 memories, 
20 scan banks, 20 
search banks, roughly I F ^ 
DC to 2000 MHz, all | P P I 
modes — that's all 
modes, folks — and H i 
change from $1000. 
Over to you Russell... | 

A NOVEL 
ROTATOR 
Neville needed 
another rotator, 
but without the 
expense. But a 
Subaru? Is 
nothing sacred? 

IT'S ALL IN 
THIS ISSUE 

HAVE A CRACK AT 
PACKET... 
Sure, the Internet has moved in, 
and in a big way. But don't forget 
packet radio. It's a buzz!! So says 
Hank Pruncken, VK5JAZ, who's just 
discovered it — a few years late! 

SCANNER THREAT! 
Legislation currently under 
consideration in the USA may see 
scanning receivers banned there. If 
they're outlawed there, we lose... 

BRISBANE VKR FREQS 
Calling all scanners.. . if you live in 
Brissy, check out this listing... 

BUILD A 
SPEAKER/MIC 
Got an old mobile 
mic in the shack just 
gathering dust? Why 
not turn it into a spkr/mic 
for the HT? Jason did.. . 

LIGHT AIRCRAFT LANES 
There can be a lot more to listening 
to the air bands than just tuning a 
bunch of Jumbos. Ask Bob Bell... 

SIMOCO. SIMOCO WHO? 
Okay, you can see the pretty advert 
on the opposite page as well as I 
can, but who are these people? W e 
zoomed over to Mulgrave to find out. 

20 YEARS OF CB DX... 
Here's a rundown of lots of activity. 
Amateurs might be surprised at 
what the 11M gang gets up to.. . 

REVIEW: ADI AR-146 
Here's a new two metre transceiver 
made by ADI. AD Who? Yep, ADI. 
Its little-known name is more than 
compensated for by its amazing 
price. Neil Duncan, VK3ND reports. 

IPHONE CALLING... 
Use your computer for international 
phone calls. Use the latest software 
which makes it possible. Tom 
Sundstrom reports... 


